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Reviews Reviews 

similarly interesting to read (pp. 326 ff.) that the tribute-story and the 
very name 'Morholt' (according to Loth, nmori-solto, mori-spolto, from 
which comes the Welsh -hollt) may be connected with the Fomorians, 
who were perhaps originally monsters who had their abode beneath lakes 
and the sea; but it is no more than a possibility. This, however, is not 
Miss Schoepperle's fault; and she has abstained from mere wild guesses. 
Her book shows a sound method and surprisingly wide reading: it is 
written in a clear style, which cannot be said of all contributions to this 
subject in recent years; and we can heartily recommend it to all lovers 
of mediaeval Romance. They will find in it both information and 
entertainment. 

ROBERT PRIEBSCH. 
LONDON. 

Cronica da Tomada de Ceuta por El Rei D. Joaio I, cornposta por 
GOMES EANNES DE ZURARA. Publicada por ordem da Academia 
das Sciencias de Lisboa...por FRANCISCO MARIA ESTEVES PEREIRA. 
Lisboa [1916], fol. cxv + 341 pp. 

To his edition of Zurara's Chronicle Dr Esteves Pereira has brought 
the thoroughness, clearness and scholarship which are characteristic of 
all his work, and his preface contains the most important account of the 
chronicler since Mr Edgar Prestage published his The Life and Writings 
of Azurara in 1896. Although that excellent work retains its authority 
some new facts have naturally come to light in the intervening twenty 
years, mainly owing to the keen researches of Dr Esteves Pereira him- 
self, who prints with this edition an appendix of thirty-two documents. 
As to the name it would seem that we must definitely adopt Zurara, 
since that was formerly the spelling of the two Portuguese place-names 
later written Azurara. It is uncertain to which of these the name of 
the chronicler's father, Johanne Eannes de Zurara (= John Johnson of 
Zurara) refers, and the chronicler may have been born at Coimbra, 
where his father, like Sa de Miranda's, held a canonry. Dr Esteves 
Pereira adopts the form Gomes Eannes de Zurara, as being that used 

by the chronicler in 1456 and 1462. On the other hand those who 
write Gomez Eannez may plead the value of uniformity, since patro- 
nymics usually ended with z in Portugal as in Spain to the end of the 
sixteenth century, and even as late as 1631 the Portuguese grammarian 
Alvaro Ferreira de Vera says 'we write all Portuguese patronymics 
with a z' (Orthographia, f. 23). The date of Zurara's birth is unknown, 
but Dr Esteves Pereira fixes it between 1410 and 1420 and considers 
that it was probably nearer the former than the latter year. He died 
between December 19, 1473 and April 2, 1474. His chronicles were 
written Ietween the years 1448 and 1474. Their value is rather 
historical than literary, although when he chooses his style can be as 

straightforward as his narrative is truthful and sincere. While we 
heartily welcome the definitive text and the first scholarly edition of 
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Zurara's earliest chronicle (1449-50), in which he records the beginning 
(1415) of the Portuguese overseas Empire, we cannot accept without 
challenge the editor's statement (p. v) that 'no other work written in 
Portuguese in the fifteenth century equals it in merit and aesthetic value,' 
since this was the century of King Duarte's Leal Conselheiro, and of 
Fernam Lopez' Chronicles, not to speak of Lopo de Almeida's letters or 
Frei Joao Alvarez' Cronica do Infante Santo. Yet it certainly, to 
continue the quotation, 'excels them all in the regular flow of the 
narrative and the eloquence of the speeches and reveals at times an 
epic inspiration.' 

AUBREY F. G. BELL. 
S. JoAO DO ESTORIL. 

MINOR NOTICES. 

The work covered by Layamon's Brut, a Comparative study in Nar- 
rative Art (University of California Publications, 1916) was worth doing 
once; and we are glad to think that Miss Frances Lytle Gillespy has 
done it thoroughly enough to obviate the necessity of its being attempted 
again for some time to come. Layamon's Brut is not a great piece of 
literature; but its relation to Wace and other possible sources needed 
full investigation; and (as might have been anticipated), the author of 
this study shows incidentally that a good deal has been written rather 
at random on this subject in publications which are often accepted as 
authoritative. Her monograph will be indispensable to the specialist 
in Middle English poetry. 

G. G. C. 

Mr Ernest P. Kuhl's thesis in Chaucer's Burgesses (reprinted from 
Wisconsin Academy Transactions, 1916) is that Chaucer had definite 
political reasons for singling out the Haberdasher, Carpenter, Dyer, 
Weaver, and Tapicer as representatives of the London Gilds. We 
cannot help feeling that Mr Kuhl shows more industry than logic, and 
that his argument will not carry general conviction. It is idle, for 
instance, to write in a footnote 'Prof Frederick Tupper informs me that 
he has good evidence that the "Carpenter" is an afterthought' (p. 657). 
The Chaucerian student has enough to do with actual facts and delibe- 
rate arguments; to bring in mere obiter dicta is a waste of time and ink. 

G. G. C. 

ERRATUM. 

The author of The Rise of English Literary Prose reviewed on 
page 85 above' is Dr G. P. Krapp (not Knapp). We apologise to him 
for an editorial oversight. 
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